Company Profile (max. 2 pages)

General data
- Company name: Centrum Budowlane J. Rutkowski D. Rutkowski Sp. J.
- Country or region: Polska, mazowsze
- Full address: Stanisławów 63a, 05-155 Leoncin
- Website: www.rutkowscy.pl

Contact person
- Name: Daniel Rutkowski
- Tel.: 504077785
- Email: d.rutkowski@rutkowscy.pl
- Languages: polski

Industry:
- construction, tourism, social activities

Main products // services:
- delivery of construction materials and services, including natural technologies
- inspiring and directing social activities

Text (max. 300 words)
My name is Daniel Rutkowski and I am a local leader and entrepreneur. I have been active in the municipality of Leoncin community for several years, although recently my activity in this area has intensified and came out of the near vicinity. This year I have been able to activate local communities and encourage many people to join in and help with the organization of the "Wiślane spotkania".
further desired partners (regions//county//cites//companies):
  o Areas targeted for the development of renewable energy sources
  o development of regional products

**desired thematic topics of cooperation**

- e. g.: further desired topics
  - demographic change
  - energy and climate change // environment
  - education
  - tourism
  - to create and promote regional brands